
HPL survey week 6 Christmas term 2020


Year group Which is the most useful HPL 
and why?

In which subject do use the 
HPL the most?

Year 8 Linking - because it puts topics 
together. Makes a huge difference 
because establishing one thing 
helps gets from A to B

Maths


Realising - because it is the 
practice to get to the point when 
you can do it automatically - it’s 
good to know you are at that 
point.

Maths

Realising - because especially in 
maths and exam techniques. 
Boosts the exam results.

Maths and English

Realising - if I learn something in 
the lesson before then can use it 
in the next lesson.

Maths and English

Hardworking - perseverance - 
made me work a lot better than I 
did last year.

Maths and English

Linking - makes cross-reference 

Empathetic - its the one I get the 
most credits of because I help 
teachers

English

Linking - makes you think about 
the past 

English

Year 7 Agile - have to be open-minded 
because new stuff is different and 
you don’t want a negative mind.

Maths and English

Linking - because a lot of the 
work in year 7 is using the 
techniques from year 5&6 to learn 
new stuff (new this term) 

Maths

Empathic because you think 
about more than one person and 
not just about yourself.

Maths (linking) 

History - empathy (think what it 
was like in the past)

In English we write the HPL we 
are aiming for in every lesson. In 
Maths he tells us which we are 
using.  

Hardworking, Creating and 
Empathetic are all equal. With 
creative you to set your mind to 
think of new ideas.

History, Science, English and 
Maths 

Year group



Year 6 Empathetic - working in a team 
and teaches you to be kind to 
each other (new this term)

English and Art 

Hardworking - makes you push 
your limits so you can try new 
things 

Maths, Science and PE

Analysing or Linking - if you learnt 
something new in Geog, like how 
to spell a complicated word and 
then you use it in English 

Maths, Geography and Art

Empathy - because it is good to 
make people feel special and be 
kind to them

Maths and English

Linking - because you can link 
things from different classes.

Maths and English

Hardworking…… umm no …… 
Maybe analysing - because you 
need to think logically to help you 
in life.

Humanities - because you do a 
lot of linking and analysing

Year 5 Empathy - because you can 
always help others - thats a really 
good skill in life

Linking - because use your brain 
to think back on what you have 
already done to help you on a 
question

Art and Tech

Hardworking because it makes 
you concentrate in class

RS - teachers use it - they put it 
on the screen

Year 4 In my lessons I get realising 
credits at lot and I think I have 
lots of agile credits- realising 
because you remember your 
numerators and denominators 
and agile are for thinking really 
quickly.

English and Maths

Hardworking - if you don’t work 
hard you won’t know stuff

English 

Realising - you help yourself 
round a problem and try and 
improve that. No not that, Agile - I 
think Agile is the best. 

L4L  and Maths - lots of mentions 
in L4L (L4L is our PSHE) 

Which is the most useful HPL 
and why?

In which subject do use the 
HPL the most?

Year group



Mr Hardworking - we use him the 
most because you need that in 
nearly every piece of work you do 
because you have to try your 
hardest.

Topic or English - because the 
teachers like to look for nice 
writing as well as all the other 
HPL work.

Year 2 Mr Hardworking and Mr 
Empathic. Almost everyone wants 
to be one of them and they help 
get your skills better.

English

Mr Hardworking Maths

Princess Creating 

Master Empathetic - because he 
is a good superhero because he 
looks out for others.

We mostly use them when we’re 
trying to get in the golden book. 
And in Maths and English and 
stuff 
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